Notes of Technical Panel Meeting 31st
March 2020 @ Phone
Present: Richard Barbour (RB), Claire Pennell (CP), Ryan Grewcock (RG), John Shedden (JS), Chris
Exall (CE), Tom Ondrusz (TO), Ian Findlay (IF) and Baden Knifton (BK)
Apologies: Tim Fawke (TF), Mike Barker (MB)
Agenda
Safeguarding
RG discussed items sent by Bridget Owen
regarding changes in DBS checking and online
courses.
There is also guidance on how to run a safe
webinar –
IF gave update on the importance of Mental
Wellbeing and the work he is doing to support
young athletes
Outstanding Actions
RG went through outstanding actions

Plans during Lockdown
The CTP discussed the impact on the instructors
and coaches of the lockdown and potential
problems for them during this time.
Refreshing and licencing was discussed, and
scenarios talked through, but need to know
what scenarios are being planned for.

Action

RG to circulate webinar info
RG to add mental health support in coaching
mailer

RSB – to ask TF regarding the potential
scenarios to plan for.

Numbers of instructors and coaches to refresh
to be find out CP

Any plans during this time should be clearly
described as temporary
Discussions with ski centres need to take place

RG and IF to start engagement

Engagement
RG updated the CTP on recent engagement
that IF and RG had been doing with clubs, and
how it’s important we continue to engage.

RG to circle a one pager of the CORE DNA and
the ways to engage the audiences.

RG asked the CTP for ideas in ways to engage
with instructors, coaches, tutors and the slopes
and clubs.

All to feed back any ideas ASAP

The content should be focussed around the
CORE DNA
TO offered to do a video on servicing skis. Could
become a series starting off simply the getting
more intense.
Development Work
Time was tight so this will carry over
AOB
Coaching Conference – with the uncertainty the
coaching conference will be postponed and
replaced with other contact events.
ASCL – Meeting to be had to discuss future
plans and impact of downturn of schools
booking holidays.

